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Abstract
Bacterial Flagellar Motor is one of nature’s rare rotary molecular machines.
It enables bacterial swimming and it is the key part of the bacterial chemotac-
tic network, one of the best studied chemical signalling networks in biology,
which enables bacteria to direct its movement in accordance with the chem-
ical environment. The network can sense down to nanomolar concentrations
of specific chemicals on the time scale of seconds. Motor’s rotational speed
is linearly proportional to the electrochemical gradients of either proton or
sodium driving ions, while its direction is regulated by the chemotactic net-
work. Recently, it has been discovered that motor is also a mechanosensor.
Given these properties, we discuss the motor’s potential to serve as a multi-
functional biosensor and a tool for characterising and studying the external
environment, the bacterial physiology itself and single molecular motor bio-
physics.
Keywords: bacterial flagellar motor, Proton Motive Force, chemotaxis,
mechanosensing, biosensor, bacterial physiology, single molecular biophysics
Bacterial flagellar motor’s sensing potential1
Bacterial flagellar motor (BFM) is a unique example of a rotary molecular2
machine that has captivated scientists for several decades [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The3
knowledge gained now opens the possibility of using the motor for sensing of4
multiple variables of interest. The evolutionary function of the motor is to5
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enable propulsion of several bacterial species via rotating either a single flag-6
ellum (Vibrio alginolyticus, Caulobacter crescentus) or a bundle of flagellar7
filaments (Escherichia coli, Salmonella typhimurium, Bacillus subtilis) [1, 6],8
at the base of which is the BFM. Multiple reviews focus on the BFM’s struc-9
ture and function [3, 4, 7] as well as give a summary of the experimental and10
theoretical milestones achieved while studying the motor [5], and we direct11
the reader to those for details. Here, we summarise BFM’s main features12
focusing on the aspects that are most relevant for its use as a biosensor.13
The BFM consists of several concentric protein rings that span the cross-14
section of the entire cell envelope, composed of one or two cell membranes15
(for the case of gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, respectively) and16
a stiffer cell wall, Fig.1. Like a macroscopic motor, the BFM has a rotor17
and a stator. The rotor consists of the cytoplasmic (C) and the membra-18
nous/supramembranous (M, S) rings. Its rotation is driven by the stator,19
consisting of a varying number of MotA/MotB units (or PomA/PomB, de-20
pending on whether the motor is driven by proton or sodium ions, respec-21
tively) [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Every stator unit has been thought to consist of 422
MotA and 2 MotB proteins, however recent crystal structures show this to23
be 5 MotA and 2 MotB subunits, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 5A [13, 14].24
The torque generated by the stator is powered by the energy released upon25
the transit of ions across the cellular membrane (so called Ion Motive Force-26
IMF), reaching as high as few thousands pN·nm [4]. The BFM’s rotational27
speed can reach up to a couple of thousand rotations per second [15] and28
it is proportional to the IMF. The number of torque-generating units incor-29
porated in the stator at a given time point depends on the motor’s torque.30
Thus, changing either the IMF or the applied load on the motor results in sta-31
tor unit engagement or disengagement [10, 11, 12]. The rotational direction32
of the motor is controlled by the chemotactic network [16, 17, 18], enabling33
the cell to divert its movement in the chemical concentration gradients of34
attractant or repellent molecules [19]. Given these properties, measuring the35
motor’s speed and rotational direction offers information on both IMFs and36
the external environment, and we next discuss the experimental tools needed37
to achieve it. We subsequently give examples of employing the motor for dif-38
ferent sensing modalities, and finally, we discuss future directions, including39
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Figure 1: Bacterial flagellar motor. Rotor consists of M, S and C rings. The latter is a
stack of multiple copies of FliG, FliM, FliN proteins, each arranged in a ring, and referred
to as the ”switch complex” because of involvement in determining the rotational direction
of the motor via the FliG-MotA interaction. MotA is a part of the torque generating
MotA5MotB2 units, where MotB subunits anchor the stator to the cell wall (peptidoglycan
layer). Rotation of the motor is powered by the ion (in this case, proton) flux through the
stator units. The figure and caption are inspired by [20] and [4]. Right panel is taken from
EMBL-EBI Protein Data Bank in Europe and shows EM images of BFM from various
motile species. While differences between different motors are visible, the EM images also
highlight that the main features of rotor/stator arrangement are conserved.
1. Bacterial Flagellar Motor speed and bias measurements41
1.1. Free swimming cells42
Because the relationship between the swimming speed of a bacterium and43
the rotational frequency of flagellar filaments driven by the motor has been44
shown to be roughly linear [21, 22], the changes in BFM speed and direction45
can be, in principle, estimated from free swimming bacteria, Fig. 2A.46
Bacteria are micron-scale organisms, usually swimming with speeds vary-47
ing between tens and hundreds of body lengths per second [23, 24, 25, 26],48
and thus, tracking them to measure their swimming velocity is not a trivial49
task. The efforts to do so can be broadly divided into measuring the single50
bacterium run speeds and tumbling rates [23, 27, 24, 28, 29][30, 31], and51
measuring the average speed of a bacterial population [32, 33].52
The first successful tracking of a single bacterium in 3D was performed53
by Howard Berg in 1971 [23]. In his setup, a custom built sample cham-54
ber compensated for the movements of the cell of interest, so that it stayed55
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constantly in focus: ”The scene through the binocular is extraordinary. The56
bacterium being tracked seems to be stuck to the center of the field, turn-57
ing this way and that trying to free itself, while the other bacteria drift in58
and out of focus, then to and from, in apparent synchrony” [23]. While59
the view is extraordinary, the method can only track single bacterium at60
a time, and it requires a complex setup with a sample chamber capable of61
rapid movements in three dimensions [23, 29]. With the progress of imaging62
technology new approaches were implemented for both 2D [34, 24] and 3D63
[28, 35] tracking. Although 3D tracking requires more complex analysis, such64
as machine learning algorithms [35] or image cross-correlations between the65
observed diffraction patterns and a reference library [28], it also gives more66
accurate information of the cell movements when compared to 2D methods,67
which work either with projections [34] or with selected short trajectories68
that lay within the narrow band of the image depth [24]. With recorded69
single cell trajectories, that represent a random walk with intervals of run70
and tumble [36], the speed can be measured for the run intervals and the71
tumbling rate calculated as the number of turns divided by the duration of72
the trajectory [29]. Here, tumbles are usually defined based on a set change73
in angle between subsequent cell body directions [28].74
Alternative to the single cell tracking is the analysis of large populations,75
e.g. differential dynamic microscopy (DDM), which allows measurements of76
the speed distribution of over 104 free swimming cells [32, 33]. It works by77
recording low magnification videos of swimming bacteria and analysing the78
statistics of temporal fluctuations of pixel intensities, which are caused by79
the variation in the density of bacteria. It measures the differential image80
correlation function (DICF), which is effectively a power spectrum of the81
difference between two images taken at separate time points [32, 33]. Al-82
though the method does not require a complex physical setup, it relies on83
the knowledge of the underlying process that generates the specific DICF,84
to which the data is fitted [32, 33] (e.g. obtaining swimming speeds is easier85
than obtaining the run duration because of the broad range of relevant length86
and time scales involved in the latter [37]).87
An advantage of using swimming velocity to gain information on BMF’s88
rotation is the ease of sample preparation. Bacteria are grown, introduced89
into an imaging chamber and immediately observed. However, because swim-90
ming bacteria move freely in 3D or 2D environment it is not possible to ex-91
change the external medium during the measurements, and with population92
measurements it is also not possible to access cell to cell heterogeneity, which93
4
could play a role in successful employment of biosensors [38].94
Figure 2: Bacterial flagellar motor speed and bias measurements: A. Free swimming
bacteria are shown in running and tumbling modes [23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 32, 33]; B. Tethered
cell (side and top view) is anchored to the surface via flagellum and is capable of rotating
around the attachment point [2, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]; C. Bead assay (side and top
view) uses a plastic bead attached to the ”sticky” flagellum whose rotational speed is
measured with back-focal-plane interferometry [46, 47]. The method relies on a sharply
focused but heavily attenuated laser that records the bead trajectory as an interference
patter projected to a position sensitive detector [4, 5, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. D and E show
chemotaxis assays: D. Capillary method where accumulation of bacteria in the capillary
filled with chemical solution show the level of attraction/repulsion [53, 54]; and E. soft agar
swimming plate allows observation of cell density distribution as a function of distance
from the repellent/attractant source [55]
1.2. Tethered cells95
Tethered cells, Fig. 2B, were first used to confirm that flagella move in a96
rotary motion, rather than by a propagation of the helical waves [1, 2]. In the97
experiment performed by Michael Silverman and Melvin Simon in 1974, cells98
were attached to a cover glass by a flagellum via the antipolyhook antibody.99
The motor-driven rotation of the cell body relative to the attachment point100
is one of the most striking demonstrations of the action of a molecular motor101
[2]. Later, it became possible to use the ”sticky” flagella phenotype instead102
of antibodies to attach cells to the glass. The phenotype was obtained in103
1988 as a by-product of experiments aimed at acquiring a minimum-size104
functional flagellum, where a ∼50 amino acids mutation to the single protein105
of which the flagellum is composed, significantly changed its hydrophobicity106
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[56]. Tethered cell technique proved to be easy, reliable and thus has been107
widely used over time to investigate the BFM’s torque generating mechanism108
[39], mechanosensing [40, 41], chemotaxis [42] or as a qualitative indicator of109
the PMF or membrane voltage change [43, 44, 45].110
Because the cell body imposes a large load on the motor, the rotational111
speed usually stays below 10 Hz (unless external torque is applied) [2, 45, 43],112
which is easily detectable by cameras with frame rates exceeding 30 fps. The113
preparation of cell culture for the tethered cell experiment is quite straight-114
forward as the hydrophobic ”sticky” flagella do not require any chemical115
pre-treatment for attachment to glass. However, the method does not al-116
low the control of the attachment geometry nor the load itself, as cell size117
varies in a population. Consequently, this technique reports large spread of118
rotational speeds seen, for example, in [57].119
1.3. Single motor bead assay120
To obtain higher rotational speeds and gain better control of the load121
on the motor, it has been suggested to use micron-sized particles (beads) as122
markers for motor rotation [2]. The breakthrough was the ”sticky” filament123
phenotype that not only enabled spontaneous sticking of filaments to the124
cover glass, but also to commercially available polystyrene beads that come in125
various, tightly controlled sizes starting as low as 0.2 µm in diameter [58, 48].126
If the filament is shortened (”sheared”) to a stub, the load on the motor is127
by and large imposed by the bead, which rendered the bead assay into a well128
established tool for studying individual BFMs [4, 5, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52].129
To achieve even lower loads for studies of BFM mechanism, the bead130
assay was modified to include nanometer-sized gold particles (beads or rods)131
[59, 58]. Given the nm-size of the load, such studies are performed in strain132
backgrounds that lack the filament protein encoding gene, and the beads133
are instead attached to the motor hook, a 50 nm in size structure that acts134
as a universal joint, but can be genetically modified to be longer and more135
rigid [59, 58, 60]. The attachment is achieved either using antipolyhook136
antibody [59, 58], streptavidin-biotin link or a cystein introducing mutation137
[61, 12, 60]. Depending on the viscous load, motor rotation frequency can138
vary from dozens to hundreds of Hz [4] and can be measured with high speed139
cameras [12], or back-focal-plane interferometry, where the rotating bead140
is placed in the focus of a heavily attenuated laser beam and the changes141
in the interference pattern are recorded with the quadrant photo-diode or142
position sensitive detector, Fig. 2C [11, 62, 58, 63, 52, 64]. Back-focal-plane143
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interferometry provides high temporal resolution (up to 0.5 ms [65] and the144
limit is set by the particle drag rather then the sampling rate of the position145
sensitive detectors or diodes), allowing precise motor speed and rotational146
direction measurements. In addition, the technique can easily be combined147
with parallel fluorescence imaging [52, 64]. However, the method requires148
an optical trap setup and can only target a single motor per experiment149
[48, 58, 52]. Furthermore, the sample preparation proceeds in a series of steps,150
e.g. filament shearing, attachment of cells to the surface and attachment of151
beads to the cell filaments or hooks [58, 52, 62], which further lowers the152
throughput.153
Alternative methods of motor driven bead rotation detection have re-154
cently been looked at, such as an impedance-based electronic detection [66,155
67]. Although the signal-to-noise ratio is currently poor [67], this is a promis-156
ing field of research that can result in a device detecting multiple individual157
motors at the same time. Because the output is in an electronic form, the158
method can become a game changer, enabling portable biosensor-on-the-chip159
configuration of motor speed and rotational direction detection.160
1.4. Chemotaxis assays161
Bacterial chemotaxis can be studied without direct observation of the162
motor’s rotation. For example, at the end of 19th century Wilhelm Pfeffer163
developed a method that consisted of a capillary tube filled with a solution164
of some chemical of interest, and a “pond” of bacteria [53, 16]. The tube was165
inserted into bacterial suspension and the accumulation of bacteria inside, or166
away, from the capillary was observed, Fig. 2D. The technique, later adapted167
by Julius Adler, is commonly known as the ”capillary method” and was used168
in a series of experiments studying chemotaxis [68, 54].169
Another common technique for studying chemotaxis, termed the ”chemical-170
in-plug method”, uses plates with soft agar where bacteria can swim and171
accumulate next to the source of chemical attractant or away from the re-172
pellent, Fig. 2E. The attractant or repellent gradient is created by diffusion173
from a hard agar plug containing the a chemical of interest, which is inserted174
into the soft agar [55].175
While these methods provide mostly qualitative description of the chemo-176
taxis, they may still be useful for identifying the presence of attractant or177
repellent molecules in the environment and could be exploited in biosensing178
assays for detection of very low concentrations of the substance of interest.179
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2. Harnessing the Bacterial Flagellar Motor sensing capabilities180
2.1. BFM as a chemosensor181
The ability of bacteria to move towards nutrients and away from harmful182
chemicals was first noticed over a 100 years ago and has been extensively183
studied after [69, 53, 70]. As an example of chemotactic system at work, let184
us consider E. coli. Each bacterium has about half a dozen bacterial filaments185
distributed along the cell body. The filaments can form a bundle at the186
back of the cell when all of the BFMs rotate counterclockwise (CCW), thus187
allowing the cell to swim in a roughly straight line (or in a clockwise circular188
motion near solid surfaces) [1, 71, 72, 3]. In the absence of chemical signals189
in the environment, every couple of seconds, one, or most likely, a few motors190
switch to clockwise rotational direction (CW) and their respective filaments191
fall out of the bundle, leading to a tumble [73, 74]. Forward swimming192
(likely in a different direction due to approximately random reorientation193
of the bacterial cell during the tumble event) resumes when motors switch194
back to the CCW direction and the bundle reforms [1, 73]. Thus, without195
chemical signals E. coli performs a random walk. In the presence of chemical196
signals in the environment, the probability of a motor switch to CW direction197
either decreases or increase, depending on whether the chemical signal is an198
attractant or repellent[17, 19], resulting in biased random walk toward or199
away attractants or repellents, respectively [17, 18].200
The switch to CW rotation is initiated with the interaction of the phos-201
phorylated CheY protein (CheY-P) with the motor switch complex [75, 76,202
77], Fig. 3A. In such a way, CheY plays a key role in chemotactic signal trans-203
duction from the transmembrane chemoreceptors called Methyl-accepting204
Chemotaxis Proteins (MCPs) to the BFM [78, 79]. The MCPs span the205
inner membrane and the periplasmic space between the two membranes to206
extend into the cytoplasmic space, and thus transmit the information on the207
presence of specific chemicals in the extracellular environment [80, 74]. The208
MCPs can sense very low concentrations of specific chemicals, usually in the209
tens of nanomolar to tens of micromolar range [16]. For higher concentrations210
the signal saturates [81, 82], and for concentrations that can cause signifi-211
cant osmolarity changes the motor’s response involves both speed increase212
and rotational direction changes [62].213
The sensing is specific to a set of chemoeffectors (attractants or repel-214
lents), where attractants have been more extensively studied, and include215
















Figure 3: Use of the BFM as a chemosensor. A. A schematic of the chemotactic net-
work. MCPs protrude cell envelope and detect external stimulus by binding chemoeffec-
tor molecules and activating CheA kinase. Activated CheA phosphorylates signal protein
CheY. CheY-P interacts with the switch complex of the BFM changing its rotational
direction from CCW to CW. The system is reset when CheZ phosphatase removes phos-
phoryl group of CheY-P and motor resumes CCW rotation. B. An example of motor
speed recordings with chemotactic stimulus for a wild type E. coli and a ∆CheZ strains.
Top panel shows the motor rotation of a wild type chemotactic strain with attractant
(serine) introduced at 1 min time point (shaded grey area). Positive frequencies correlate
to the CCW and negative to the CW motor rotation. Middle panel shows the same for
the ∆CheZ mutant strain. With no chemical stimulus the motor predominantly rotates
CW, as CheY-P dephosphorylation is ∼ 100 times slower without CheZ. After addition
of serine (grey area) the motor starts rotating CCW, as CheY phosphorylation is now
inhibited. Bottom panel shows the comparison of CW Biases for the two strains: purple
for WT and solid green for ∆CheZ mutant. Transparent green lines show biases of the
mutant strain in three more repeats of the experiments. While wild type rotation pattern
hardly changes on the detectable time scales, while ∆CheZ mutant motor Bias decreases
significantly in the presence of an attractant.
85, 86]. Repellents are relatively less well studied, and include molecules such217
as metal ions (Co2+, Ni2+), acetate and indole [55, 87], leaving the possibility218
that some of the MCPs-specific repellents are yet to be identified. Addition-219
ally, recent studies have shown that it is possible to create functional hybrid220
receptors by fusing sensory domains from other species [88, 89, 90], and syn-221
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thetic receptors with single-domain antibodies as sensing domains [91, 92].222
These modifications can boost the sensing range and improve the response223
times. The signals detected by the MCPs travels down the network to the224
motor on the time scales of seconds, and the response of the motor lasts225
only a few seconds before being reset to the initial state [93]. Specifically,226
CheY is phosphorylated by activated CheA kinase [79, 94], and has a natu-227
ral auto dephosphorylation rate of ∼8.5×10−2 s−1 [95], with a half-life time228
of 14-20 s [96, 74]. However, in E.coli CheY dephosphorylation is actively229
performed by phosphatase CheZ, accelerating the reset time by a factor of230
∼100 [97, 74] and allowing continuous sensing in a chemical gradients. To231
utilise the BFM as a chemical sensor, the duration of the change in motor’s232
rotational direction should be extended. In Fig. 3B we show the response233
of a genetically modified strain to fit the purpose. The strain lacks CheZ234
and thus in the environment with no specific MCPs binding chemicals shows235
almost exclusively CW Bias (defined as NCW/Ntot, where NCW is the time236
spent rotating in CW direction and Ntot the total time spent rotating in ei-237
ther direction), Fig. 3B. Upon addition of an attractant CW Bias decreases238
for an extended period of over 60 s making it easier to detect the change.239
To sense repellents, ∆CheZ mutant should be complemented with a plasmid240
carrying CheZ so that the steady-state CW Bias is tuned to desired lower val-241
ues while preserving the longer response time. Furthermore, most, if not all,242
reported whole-cell biosensors, which currently predominantly use expression243
of a fluorescent protein as the output [98, 99, 100, 101, 102], can be modified244
to use BFM’s CW Bias instead. To do so, instead of a fluorescent protein the245
sensor should express a genetically modified CheY protein that mimics the246
CheY-P form (so called CheY** [103]). Altering the output of the whole-cell247
sensors from fluorescent proteins to CW Bias extends the range of detection248
techniques, e.g. those described in Section 1 or discussed in Summary.249
2.2. BFM as a voltmeter250
Because BFM’s rotation is powered by the IMF [104, 3] and the relation-251
ship between the motor speed and the IMF is linear [57, 45], the motor can252
be used as a sensor for single-cell electrophysiology [52]. In case of E. coli253
or Salmonella, the driving ions are protons and the BFM is powered by the254
Proton Motive Force (PMF), Fig. 1. In Vibrio species the motor is put in255
motion with the flux of sodium, so-called Sodium Motive Force (SMF) [58].256
Here, we will consider a use of proton-driven E. coli motors as an equivalent257
of a single-cell voltmeter.258
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Given that PMF is an electrochemical potential of protons it defines the259
amount of the potential energy required to pump a proton up its gradient.260
It is related to other proton potentials as PMF = Vm − 2.3RTF ∆pH [105],261
where Vm is membrane voltage and ∆pH the difference between internal262
and external pH, R is the gas constant, T the temperature and F Faraday263
constant. The PMF is a result of the electron transport chain activity and264
a key intermediate in biological energy conversion. It’s employed in multiple265
processes occurring on the bacterial membrane such as ATP synthesis, ion266
transport and bacterial motility [105, 106, 39, 57].267
In 1995 David Fung and Howard Berg demonstrated for the first time268
that the BFM’s frequency varies linearly with the PMF [57]. In this work269
filamentous E. coli cells (grown in the presence of cephalexin) were held270
with the micropipette, to which an external voltage was applied. Cell’s own271
PMF was collapsed with the ionophore gramicidin S. The motor speed was272
measured by recording the rotation of the fluorescent marker (a smaller cell273
attached to the hook of the flagellar motor), and found to be proportional to274
the applied voltage [57].275
The proportionality was subsequently generalised for the motors rotat-276
ing under different loads in the follow-up paper by Christopher Gabel and277
Howard Berg [45]. The work compared rotational frequencies of the two mo-278
tors on the same cell under different external loads, and found that when the279
cell is treated with the protonophore carbonylcyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone280
(CCCP) or the respiratory chain inhibitor sodium azide, the two speeds de-281
crease in a linearly dependent manner. As the speed of the slower motor282
(under higher load) was proportional to the PMF in an earlier experiment,283
Gabel and Berg’s experiment provided evidence that the linear relationship284
between motor speed and PMF is not dependant on the load, although the285
slope of that linear dependency does depend on it. Thus, as long as the load286
on an individual motor is kept fixed during the experiment the speed-PMF287
proportionality constant will remain the same.288
If the speed of a bacterial flagellar motor can serve as a proxy for the289
relative change in PMF (for discussion on absolute PMF measurements see290
Section 3) and, in the environments where pHexternal ∼ pHinternal, in Vm as291
well [52], one can employ the motor as a sensor of cells’ own electrophysiol-292
ogy. Because bacteria are small and electrochemical ion gradients are hard293
to measure [64, 107], the electrical aspects of cellular behaviour in bacteria294
have been rarely studied [108, 109]. Yet, the ability to do so would open a295
range of currently inaccessible questions, which are at the basis of bacterial296
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free energy maintenance, and consequently, survival. For example, in [52]297
we combine Vm and PMF measurements with and electric circuit analogy of298
an E. coli cell to infer the mechanism and dynamics of the damage as the299
cells are exposed to several chosen external stresses. Fig. 4 shows results300
obtained under butanol treatment. PMF sharply drops upon butanol addi-301
tion, the drop magnitude depends on the butanol concentration and PMF302
quickly recovers after butanol removal. The behaviour is characteristic of303
a ionophore, and we were able to determine the functional dependency of304
overall membrane resistance under different butanol concentrations.305
Apart from PMF, BFM speed can also be used to assess SMF because306
sodium stator units from V. alginolyticus can be expressed in E. coli (so307
called chimeric motor) [110, 111]. Furthermore, in the absence of Na+, V.308
alginolyticus motor can be driven by Li+ [112], and alkaliphilic bacterium309
Bacillus alcalophilus motor has been found specific to Na+, K+ and Rb+310
[113], opening the possibility of using the motor as a sensor for a range of311
electrochemical gradients.312
2.3. BFM as a mechanosensor313
An additional property of the BFM that could be employed for sensing314
purposes is its ability to remodel under different torque. While discovered315
only recently, hints of mechanosensing have been noticed three decades ago.316
For example, Steven Block and Howard Berg noticed that stator units can317
be successively incorporated into the motor, an event observed via a char-318
acteristic step-wise increase in the rotational speed [114]. Since, it has been319
discovered that the number of stator units can reach up to at least 11 [9], and320
that a single stator unit remains bound to the rotor, on average, 30 s before321
returning to a membrane pool of ∼100 units [40]. Finally, in 2013 the motor322
was shown to dynamically change the number of stator units in response to323
a change in the external load, or the motor speed, which proved definitively324
that the BFM is able to mechanosense, Fig. 5A and [11, 10].325
The kinetics of arrival and departure of the stator units have been stud-326
ied using rotating magnetic or electric fields that enable application of an327
external torque on the motor [12, 41]. Based on these experiments it has328
been reported that the mechanism behind mechanosensing is a catch-bond,329
in which the dissociation rate of stator units increases with decreased motor330
torque [12]. Fig. 5B shows an example of normalised motor speed trace after331
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Figure 4: Use of the BFM as a single cell voltmeter. A. Cell is represented as an electric
circuit. Here, the respiration complex plays the role of the imperfect battery Vc with
an internal resistance Ri. The battery is the theoretical maximum voltage that can be
obtained from a given carbon source once it is internalised, and Ri is the loss from that
maximum due to metabolism. The membrane with different ion proteins (antiporters,
symporters, channels, etc.) functions as an external resistance and a capacitance connected
in parallel. In the absence of ∆pH BFM can be used as a membrane voltage indicator, i.e.
a single cell voltmeter [52]. B and C show how measurements of relative PMF changes
can enable determining the effects of an external stress (butanol) on E. coli [52]. B. Mean
speed with standard deviation traces for cells treated with 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5% butanol.
Butanol is added to the cells at 2 min time point and removed at 12 min. The motor speed
drops sharply upon butanol addition but reverses to the initial value after its removal. C.
Mean speeds after the butanol shock are calculated and normalised to the initial speed
and plotted with standard deviation against butanol concentration. Black dotted line is a
hyperbolic fit. Using this fit in combination with circuit analogy of a bacterium allowed us
to show that butanol changes permeability of the membrane in an ionophor-like manner
with the concentration dependency shown in C [52].
the motor release demonstrates additional stator units are recruited during333
the stall [12].334
The biological role of mechanosensing is not yet understood, although335
it has been proposed to be involved in swimming in changing environments336
and in surface sensing [115, 116, 117]. Recent preliminary results reported337
in [51] suggest that the motor is capable of sensing shear stress imposed on338
the motor by a transient change in the fluid flow, Fig. 5C. In the experiment,339
cells attached to the surface experienced a manually administered 10-15 s long340


















Figure 5: Use of the BFM as a mechanosensor. A. An illustration of motor remodelling
upon the torque change. Top view of the rotor with a number of bound stator units is
shown on the left. Free stator units floating in the membrane associate to the motor with
the rate defined by kon, which in steady state is equal to the bound units dissociation
rate koff . When the torque changes, e.g. increases due to the viscous load increase,
koff decreases resulting in the higher number of stator units bound to the motor. B.
An example of mechanosensing shown in [12]. The motor with 0.5 µm magnetic bead
attached to it is stalled by the external magnetic field for 5 min, increasing the load to
maximum. Speed immediately after motor release is 20-30% higher than the initial value.
However, the speed recovers to the initial value within several minutes. The mean speed
normalised to the speed before stall with standard deviation is plotted for 40 motors. Data
is kindly provided by Ashley Nord [12]. C. Shear flow sensing experiment from [51]. E.
coli cells attached to the cover glass are subjected to manually administered rapid flow
(local flow velocity on the order of ∼1000 µm/s) for 10-15 s (indicated by the red line).
Black line shows the mean speed value of 14 motors, with standard deviation shown in
purple shading. Upon flow cessation, speed increase of 50-100% is observed, and the speed
recovery kinetics is not unlike that in B.
resulting in a short-term 40-60% increase in the motor speed, followed by342
relaxation to the initial value. Kinetics of the speed change appear similar to343
the previously reported speed changes characteristic for mechanosensing due344
to load change [12]. While the role of shear sensing remains to be discovered,345
if further characterised, the result opens the possibility of using the BFM as346
a flow biosensor.347
Furthermore, surface sensing has been shown to trigger a BFM-mediated348
genetic response in Vibrio, Caulobacter, and Bacillus species as well as in349
pathogenic E. coli [118, 119, 120, 121]. These results could be used for creat-350
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ing a biological mechanosensor with fluorescent or other genetically encoded351
output.352
3. Limits of BFM usage as biosensor353
3.1. Growth conditions and bacterial strains354
To use the motor as a sensor the correct strains and growth conditions355
need to be selected to maximise the yield. Firstly, expression of flagellar genes356
is inhibited in E. coli strains lacking insertion sequence (IS1 or IS5 ) in the357
regulatory region of the flhD promoter [122]. To use the motor as a biosensor358
these sequences should be inserted in the desired background to decrease the359
transcription inhibition level [123]. Furthermore, Julius Adler noticed as360
early as 1960s that E. coli motility varies with growth condition, peaking in361
post-exponential phase and declining in stationary [124, 125, 126]. However,362
recent experiments show that the observation was likely made based on the363
value of optical density of the culture, rather than the number of generations364
cells divide from an overnight culture before running out of a component of365
the growth media [123]. When E. coli was allowed to divide sufficient number366
of times in a given growth medium, flagellar genes were expressed in a range367
of different media, in the exponential phase [123]. However, there are still368
conditions under which expression of flagellar genes is inhibited and flagellar369
motor can’t be used as a sensor, such as entry into stationary phase [124,370
126, 123], surface attachment [127, 128] or exposure to alkaline environment371
[129].372
While the motor speed is proportional to IMF, it can be actively slowed373
down, e.g. YcgR protein binds to stator units in response to nutrient defi-374
ciency and over the course of hours [130, 127]. Thus, for prolonged measure-375
ments YcgR deletion background may be required for biosensing purposes.376
The possibility of an alternative, yet to be identified, mechanism of active377
speed control should also be kept in mind for each novel condition.378
3.2. Stator units dynamics and speed-IMF proportionality379
Sensing of electrochemical gradients relies on the linear relationship with380
the motor speed. For the case of PMF, the proportionality was measured for381
the -75 to -150 mV range [57], whereas the PMF in E. coli can reach as high382
as ∼ -230 mV [131, 132], well beyond the tested range. It is possible that383
at the higher PMF and under high viscous load, BFM may hit the limit of384
its maximum torque and thus the limit above which motor speed no longer385
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changes with PMF. Similar was observed in V. alginolyticus, where the BFM386
speed saturates at the high sodium concentrations (high SMF) in a load-387
dependent manner [133]. Authors attribute this effect to the limited rate of388
the sodium association and dissociation kinetics, which may or may not be389
the case for the proton-driven motor and requires further investigation.390
It is worth highlighting that the proportionality between the motor speed391
and PMF holds despite the fact that the motor is a mechanosensor. As the392
PMF changes so does the speed, and consequently the torque on the motor393
as well, which means the number of stator units will change [134, 11, 10].394
Yet, all of this happens while maintaining the linear relationship between the395
speed and the PMF [57, 45], and how is still an open question.396
3.3. Calibration397
The change in the motor speed can be an indication of PMF, torque or398
flow variation. However, it only allows one to follow the relative changes in399
PMF. To have an absolute measure, the speed at a given viscous load has to400
be calibrated against the PMF. While the emergence of ratiometric, protein401
based pH sensors, makes the measurements of ∆pH relatively straightforward402
[52], estimating Vm in gram-negative bacteria may present a challenge [64].403
As a potential solution to the problem, one could reduce cell’s PMF to only404
its ∆pH component by collapsing the membrane potential exclusively (e.g.405
with Valinomycin in the presence of K+ [135]). Then, the motor rotation406
will be driven only by the pH difference, which can be measured [52] and407
converted to mV. The speed calibration must be done for each viscous load.408
Alternatively, it is possible to calibrate the torque against the PMF.409
3.4. Chemotaxis and CW-CCW speed asymmetry410
If chemotactically-intact strain is used for the motor speed measurements411
it is important to consider the speed asymmetry between CW and CCW ro-412
tation, Fig. 6 [51]. In 2010, while studying the generation of torque by the413
motor, Yuan et al. reported that the characteristic curves for the relationship414
between the motor torque and speed were different for CW and CCW rota-415
tional directions [136]. For motors rotating faster then 60 Hz, CW direction416
was slower then CCW [136]. Additional demonstration of CW-CCW speed417
asymmetry came from the work on chimeric motors in E. coli [137]. While418
no asymmetry has been found in elementary processes, e.g. rotational steps,419
for CW and CCW rotation [138, 20], the CW speed has been consistently420
measured slower than the CCW above 60-75 Hz [136, 51]. Thus, for the speed421
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Figure 6: Motors speed in clockwise direction is lower than the counter-clockwise for
higher speed values. The full spectrum of motor speeds was obtained by using various
PMF and load regimes obtained with different buffers and 1 µm or 0.5 µm beads as the
loads. The version of the figure with the conditions resolved in different colours and the
list of buffers are available in [51]. Dashed line shows the case where CCW and CW speeds
are equivalent (x=y).
measurements it is recommended to use chemotactic mutant strains lacking422
the ability to rotate CW. Alternatively, at the high motor speeds (above 60-423
75 Hz) one can use only the positive frequencies when analysing changes in424
PMF, as the linearity between speed and PMF has been demonstrated for425
CCW rotation [57].426
427
3.5. Interference of multiple inputs428
While BFM is capable of sensing several inputs, the outputs are just two,429
the rotational speed and the CW Bias. Thus, the possibility of signal inter-430
ference should be carefully considered for each specific sensing application.431
When using the motor as Vm/PMF sensor, the load on the motor must be432
kept fixed during the experiment (sensing), and cells should be kept under433
controlled and carefully selected environment [52]. For example, to identify434
the mechanism of action of a given stress, only the concentration/amount of435
the stress of interest should be altered, and the media of choice otherwise436
kept unchanged [52]. When sensing specific chemicals, in addition to CW437
Bias the motor could also change the speed, and the presence of more then438
one chemical in the environment can result in specificity issues. However, at439
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the relevant concentrations (nM to µM) we expect any speed changes to be440
small, and as long as the CW Bias response does not change as the speed441
does, not relevant for chemical sensing purposes. Furthermore, if the BFM442
based chemical sensor is designed from whole-cell biosensors, such as those443
previously published [98, 99, 100, 101, 102], where only the standard GFP444
output is replaced by the CheY** as discussed earlier, the sensors will remain445
specific to just one chemical. When relying on the sensing via MCPs in the446
presence of several repellents, BFM will most likely not be able to distinguish447
between them. In such a case, the motor can either be used to detect an over-448
all presence of any one of the repellents, or the MCPs need to be engineered449
for greater specificity, similar to some ongoing efforts [88, 89, 90, 91, 92].450
Lastly, the external environment in which the sensor could be deployed in451
real world can be more complex, so that the steady-state CW Bias is dif-452
ferent to the usual (minimal buffer) laboratory conditions [4] even when no453
repellents are present, and similarly to what was observed in media of higher454
osmolarities [62]. However, we do not expect that this steady state change455
will be sufficiently different to mask the response to repellents, and alterna-456
tively, the sensor could be primed to the expected composition of the envi-457
ronment to establish the steady-state CW Bias prior stimuli. When sensing458
the shear flow, it is possible that the chemical composition of the environ-459
ment will change with the flow, and this could influence the motor speed.460
The most likely environments where we envision sensing flow are the oceans461
and rivers, where we expect to sense local changes in flow in otherwise well462
mixed environments.463
Summary464
Bacterial flagellar motor has been studied for several decades revealing465
an interesting set of properties that render it amenable to a number of appli-466
cations. It is effectively a molecular Swiss army knife that can be used as a467
non-invasive single cell voltmeter, a mechanosensor for a viscous load or flow468
detection, and a chemosensor allowing detection of nanomolar concentrations469
of a specific substance. The sensor’s response time and sensitivity can be up470
to seconds and down to nM concentrations, where the relevant output for471
a given sensing modality is either the motor’s rotational speed or CW Bias.472
Currently, the available techniques to measure individual motor speed and473
direction, while high in spatio-temporal resolution, are still relatively low in474
throughput. However, efforts to detect the rotation of each motor electrically475




Strain construction and growth. E. coli strain EK07 was used for experi-479
ments presented in Fig. 3 [52]. ∆CheZ mutant was obtained by P1 transduc-480
tion of the CheZ::Kan cassette from JW1870 [139] (The Coli Genetic Stock481
Center) into EK07 as described previously [140, 141]. For the experiments482
cells are grown in Lysogeny broth from the frozen stock with 103 dilution (for483
∆CheZ strain LB is supplemented with 50 µg/ml Kanamycin) at 37◦C with484
shaking (220 rpm) to OD 2.0 (Spectronic 200E Spectrophotometers, Thermo485
Fisher Scientific, UK) as before [52]. Cells are ”sheared” and washed (3 times486
by centrifugation for 2 min at 8000g) into minimal medium (MM9) pH 7.5487
[62, 52]. Tunnel-slides are prepared as in [62, 52].488
Motor speed measurements. Motor speed measurements are performed489
with ”bead assay” via back-focal-plane interferometry as before [62, 52].490
Chemotactic stimulus is applied as follows: after recording the motor speed491
for 1 min, 20 µl of MM9 supplemented with L-serine (1 mM) is flushed into492
the tunnel-slide. Flushing is done by placing the droplet of liquid to one end493
of the tunnel slide, and immediately collecting it on the other side with a494
piece of tissue [142]. The flow duration is no longer than 10 s. After the495
flush, motor speed is recorded for an additional minute without interruption.496
Data Analysis. Time series of X and Y coordinates (in Volts) of the497
bead position are converted into motor speed records by applying a flat top498
moving-window discrete Fourier Transform (window size of 1.6384 s with499
0.01 s step) as described previously [52, 62]. The speed recordings are then500
processed by removing values between -10 and 10 Hz and disregarding -50501
and 50 Hz AC frequencies. Remaining data points are median filtered with502
a moving window of 201 points for Fig. 3, top and middle panel. For Fig. 3503
bottom panel, speed recordings were processed as described previously [62].504
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